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Company: Accor

Location: Şişli

Category: other-general

Company Description

Rising over the slopes of the Bosphorus, surveying centuries of history, yet silhouetted against

the modern skyline of Istanbul, the Fairmont heritage of distinction and style comes to

Istanbul, fusing with the city’s storied history and traditions to bring guests an exceptional

experience in the heart of one of the world’s most talked about destinations.

Fairmont Quasar Istanbul is at once in touch with this fabulous city’s past and part of its

dynamic future, rising up from the heart of Istanbul’s main business district. Offering

sophisticated travelers 209 guest rooms with additional 64 Fairmont Residences along with a

diverse selection of restaurants and bars serving everything from elegantly crafted cocktails to

exquisitely authentic Turkish cuisine. With 2,000 square meters of meeting and event space,

Fairmont Quasar Istanbul is ideal for meeting and special events while the luxurious Willow

Stream Spa and state-of-the-art gym are the perfect places to relax and revitalize.

Job Description

Assistant Chief Engineer 

Reporting to the Director of Engineer, this supervisory position is responsible for the ongoing

maintenance, projects , repair, and preventative maintenance of the hotel with a focus on

improving efficiency, profitability, and service levels.

Provides supervision, administration and development to the Maintenance team

Develops and implements administrative standards, procedures, and guidelines to ensure
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consistency, safety, and prompt service to internal and external guests

Monitor colleague's performance and do annual evaluations, suggest training available for their

development

Distributes daily workload and projects in accordance with qualifications of staff and urgency

of job

Consistently monitors and educates all contractors on site related to hotel policies, safety

standards, and guest services

Ensures by spot checks that preventative maintenance program is followed as it is

implemented

Places orders for routine maintenance items

Assists in the repair and maintenance of premises and equipment

Ensures all life safety program for the hotel is within government standard, codes and

certifications of mechanical vital components adhere to the building

Ensures that necessary equipment testing is done regularly (Generator, Fire pump, etc.)

Perform inspections of guestrooms and public areas and liaise with various departments for

preventive maintenance scheduling and repair

Qualifications

Minimum 5 years supervisory experience in a hospitality environment

Excellent level of English & Turkish is essential

Bachelor Degree in Faculty of Engineering

Turkish citizenship is mandatory

Highly organized, and decisive, with the ability to handle multiple projects under deadlines

and changing priorities

Computer knowledge



Demonstrated skills in verbal and written presentations

Excellent teamwork skills and a high level of initiative

Additional Information

Your team and working environment:

We support you to grow and learn every day, making sure that work brings purpose to your life,

so that during your journey with us, you can continue to explore Accor’s limitless possibilities.

Note: Customization may be included for any specific local or legislative requirements, such as

work permits

Our commitment to Diversity & Inclusion:

We are an inclusive company and our ambition is to attract, recruit and promote diverse talent.
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